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FACTORIZATION IN LCM DOMAINS WITH CONJUGATION 

RAYMOND A. BEAUREGARD 

ABSTRACT. An atomic integral domain with conjugation has unique (in the sense of 
Theorem 6 below) factorization of atomic factors if it is an LCM domain. If the LCM 
hypothesis is dropped not even the number of atomic factors in a complete factorization 
of an element need be unique. 

This paper is motivated, in part, by the discovery [3] that the polynomial ring F[x, y] 
in two commuting indeterminates does not have unique factorization of atomic (that is, 
irreducible) factors when F is the skew field of quaternions over the field of rationals. 
Specifically, the number of atomic factors in a complete factorization of an element need 
not be constant. 

All rings considered are not-necessarily commutative integral domains with unity. A 
ring R is said to be a ring with conjugation if it has an anti-automorphism a —• à whose 
square is the identity map and which satisfies 

(1) a = a=>aeC(R), 

where C(R) is the center of R. (Thus a —• â is an involution satisfying condition (1).) 
For example, a quaternion algebra is a ring with (the usual) conjugation. We shall show 
that, unlike the example referred to above, if a ring with conjugation is an LCM domain 
then it does have unique factorization. 

We say that a ^ 0 in R is right invariant if Ra Ç aR and is invariant if Ra = aR\ 
an element is {right) bounded if it is a factor of a (right) invariant element. If R is a ring 
with conjugation then, for each a E R, aâ E C(R) so that a is bounded. We also have 
aâ = âa [consider the equation a{aa) = (aâ)a]. We shall show that when a is left- and 
right-invariant-free, that is, has no left- or right- invariant factor other than units then aâ 
is the two-sided bound of a (definition recalled below). Clearly a is right invariant if and 
only if â is left invariant. More generally we have the following. 

LEMMA 1. Let R be any ring and let a = be be an equation of nonzero elements 
in R.Ifa is left invariant and b is right invariant then c is left invariant. If a and b are 
invariant then c is invariant. 

PROOF. For the first statement, let r E R and choose r1 such that bcr = r'bc (using 
the left invariance of a = be) and then r" such that r'bc = br"c (using the right invariance 
of b). On cancelling in the equation bcr = br"c we obtain cr = r"c showing c to be left 
invariant. For the second statement assume that a and b are invariant. We have just seen 
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that c is left invariant. To show that c is right invariant, let r G R and choose r1 such that 
brc = /be and then r" such that r'bc = bcr"\ then re = cr" so that Re Ç cR as desired. 

Recall that a ring R is a ng/tf {left) LCM domain if the intersection of any two principal 
right (left) ideals of R is again principal. A right and left LCM domain is referred to as 
an LCM domain. In case R is a ring with conjugation there is no distinction between the 
right and the left LCM conditions since 

aRC)bR = mR if and only if RâDRb = Rm. 

The set I(R) of invariant elements in any LCM domain R is closed under the formation 
of least common multiples [1, Theorem 5.3]. Suppose that R is also atomic (that is, each 
nonzero nonunit of R is the product of atoms). Then I(R) has unique factorization in 
the sense that any product of /-atoms (that is, nonunits in I(R) with no proper invariant 
factors) is unique up to order of factors and associated [4, p. 156] (cf. also Lemma 5 
below). We record this fact as follows. 

PROPOSITION 2. Let R be an atomic LCM domain. Then R has unique factorization 
of invariant elements. 

If R is a ring with the ace (ascending chain condition) for principal right ideals and" 
the ace for principal left ideals, then it is easy to show that R is atomic. The converse is 
not generally true. However, if/? is an LCM domain with conjugation then the converse 
does follow. To see this we check that 

bRdaR^ bbR C aaR. 

The condition bR C aR means b = ar for some nonunit r in R; then b = ra so bb = 
arm = aârr and bbR C aaR. Thus the ace for invariant principal ideals in R yields the 
ace for principal right ideals and (by symmetry) the ace for principal left ideals. Now iïR 
is atomic then R has the ace for invariant principal ideals by Proposition 2 and Lemma 1. 

We turn to a description of the bound of a nonzero element a in R. The set 

Ia = {rER\RrC aR} 

is the largest two-sided ideal ofR contained in aR. It is shown in [1, Theorem 2.2] that 
when R is an LCM domain satisfying the ace for principal right and principal left ideals, 
then Ia has the form Ia = a*R for some a* in R. Moreover, a is right bounded if and 
only if a* ^ 0, in which case a* is the right bound of a. The left bound of a is described 
similarly. The left and right bounds of an element need not coincide even when one of 
these is central [1, Example 2.9]. IfR also has a conjugation then the situation improves. 
For, aâ E a*R since a*R = Ia and so aâ = a*t for some t 6 R. Then t is left-invariant 
by Lemma 1. Choose s € R such that a* = as. Then aâ = a*t = ast so that â = st and 
a = ts. Since t is left invariant, n s right invariant. If we assume that a is right-invariant-
free then t and hence / are units and aaR = a*R. In a similar manner we can show that aâ 
is the left bound of a if a is left-invariant-free. Thus a has a two-sided bound (as described 
in [1]) and this is given by aâ in this situation. We have established the following. 
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THEOREM 3. Let R be an atomic LCM domain with conjugation. If a E R is left-
and right-invariant-free then aâ is the two-sided bound of the element a. 

Theorem 3 applies to an atom a which is neither left nor right invariant showing that 
a has two-sided bound aâ. Proposition 5.1 of [1] then shows that aâ is an /-atom. Thus 
we obtain the following. 

COROLLARY 4. Let R be an atomic LCM domain with conjugation. If a E R is an 
atom which is neither left nor right invariant then aâ is an I-atom. 

This is the key step in establishing unique factorization in R. It is precisely this prop
erty that fails in the ring F[x, y] when F = Q(l,iJ, k) is the field of rational quaternions: 
if 

f = (x2y2-l) + (x2-y2)i + 2xyj, 

then it can be shown that/ is an atom [3] which is neither left nor right invariant but ff 
factors as 

(2) ff = {xU\)(yA+\\ 

where/ is the usual conjugate of/. In an LCM domain this cannot occur. We also note 
that the right-hand side of equation (2) factors into the product of the four atoms (x2 ± /), 
(y2 ± ï), while the left-hand side is the product of two atoms. 

We shall need one additional lemma. We say that p divides a if a = rps for some 
r, s E R; ifp is right invariant this reduces to a E pR. 

LEMMA 5. Let R be an LCM domain. Letp be an atom in R which is either right or 
left invariant. Then p is a prime; that is, ifp divides a product ab then p divides a or p 
divides b. 

PROOF. Assume that/? is a right invariant atom that divides ab but does not divide a. 
Choose q in R such thatpRDaR = aqR. Since/? does not divide a we have qR ^ R. The 
right invariance of/? shows ap is in pR and so in aqR. Thus/? E qR and pR = qR because 
/? is an atom. Now ab E pR by hypothesis and so ab is in aqR. Thus b E qR — pR 
showing that/? divides b. The left invariant case follows by symmetry; in this case/? is 
always a right factor. 

THEOREM 6. Let R be an atomic LCM domain with conjugation. Each factorization 
into atomic factors is unique in the sense that if 

(3) aia2'-an = b\b2--bm 

where the at and bj are atoms then n = m and there is a permuation a of the subscripts 
such that aiâ[R = b^B^R. 

PROOF. Equation (3) leads to 

a\a2 • - - anân • • • â2â\ - b\b2 • • • bmBm • • • B2B\, or 

(4) a\â\ • • • anân = b\b\ • • • bmBm. 
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If some at is right invariant then it must divide some bj or bj by Lemma 5. Thus aiR = bjR 
or aiR = bjR since bj and bj are atoms; in either case, a,, â,, &/, and bj may be cancelled 
from equation (4). To illustrate, if a\R = b\R then Râ\ = tffri and, viewing things in the 
center C(/?), we write equation (4) in the form 

axa2a2 - • • anânâi = bxb2b2 • • • bmhmb\ 

which, after cancellation, eventually becomes 

a2a2 • • • anân = b2b2 • • • bmbmu 

for some unit u necessarily in C(R). Of course, this leads to a\â\R = b\b\R. If some at 

is left invariant we obtain a similar result. In this way we can assume that each at and 
bj in equation (4) is neither left nor right invariant. Thus a,â, and bjbj are /-atoms by 
Corollary 4. Theorem 6 now follows from the unique factorization of invariant elements 
(Proposition 2). 

An LCM domain R is modular if, for each 0 ^ a E R, the interval [aR, R] of principal 
right ideals (which is a lattice under inclusion by definition) is a modular lattice. For 
these rings atomic factorization is unique up to order of factors and "projective" factors 
as described in [1, Theorem 1.3]. Now Theorem 5.2 of [1] shows that, for an atomic 
modular LCM domain, atoms with two-sided bounds are projective if and only if they 
have the same bound. Thus Theorem 6 above may be derived from [1, Theorem 1.3] in 
the modular case. 

To illustrate rings to which Theorem 6 applies we close with three examples of atomic 
LCM domains with conjugation. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let R be the ring of integral quaternions. Thus R consists of all quater
nions of the form ao + oc\i + a^/ + oc^k where the a, are either all integers or all halves of 
odd integers. It can be shown [5, p. 356] that R is a principal right and left ideal domain. 
Thus R is an atomic LCM domain with the usual conjugation. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let R = 5[[x, —]] be the ring of skew formal power series over the 
ring S = Z[i] of Gaussian integers. Addition in R is the usual while multiplication in 
R follows the commutation rule ax = xâ where â is the usual conjugation in S (see 
[4, p. 55] for a further discussion of skew power series rings). Corollary 3.8 of [2] shows 
that R is an LCM domain which is clearly atomic. We extend the conjugation in S to all 
of R by defining/ = M~x) -f\(x)i, where/ = f0(x) +/i(x)i and/0(x),/i(x) E Z[[x]]. 
It is not difficult to show that R is a ring with conjugation. Note that the center of R is 
Z[[x2]] while the set of invariant elements of R consists of all elements of the form fux11 

where/ E Z[[JC2]], u is a unit in R, and n > 0. 

EXAMPLE 3. Let R = F[[x,y]] be the ring of power series in two commuting inde-
terminates over a quaternion field F. Then R is an LCM domain [2]. We extend the usual 
conjugation on Fto R in the obvious way: if/ = /o+/i i+fzj+fsk then/ = fo—fi i—fij—fak. 
Thus R is an atomic LCM domain with conjugation. This example stands in contrast to 
the polynomial ring F[x, y] described earlier, which is an atomic integral domain with 
conjugation but evidently not an LCM domain. 
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